OCTOBER 2021 LoRR

Letter of Registration and Return
(Lady Of the Rainy Rainbows)

OCTOBER 2021
Disclaimer: Existing blazons that were registered under different rules, may not be used as precedent for future presentations.
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Greetings unto the populace of Adria!
I want to thank everyone that has waited so patiently for this to be published. I apologize for not
having the time to properly address these quicker, but it became a mundane work priority over the
position. I recognize that this is not the best situation, so I am resolving it with this publication. I no
longer can serve as Imperial Sovereign of Arms and dedicate the proper amount of time that it entails,
so I am passing the torch to
Dame Ashlynn O’Conner.
Dame Ashlynn has been familiarizing herself with our processes and getting to know our team. I
have faith that she will be able to continue to help people in their quest to register their unique
heraldry.
I will be forever grateful for my amazing team of heralds. Each and everyone of you has been
selfless in providing your knowledge, donating your time, in the pursuit of promoting heraldry
throughout our organization. Thank you so much for being there for me, and making my job so much
more enjoyable.
ALL submission are to be sent directly through to the new ISOA please, myfoxco@gmail.com
If you do not receive a reply from me within 3 days acknowledging receipt,
please check the address is correct and resend. Thank you.
In service,
Princess Gabriele Silverhand
Imperial Sovereign of Arms
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Imperial Event
Badge

International Steel
Tournament (IST)

Argent, two swords crossed in saltire proper surmounted by a
fleur-de-lis Or on a shield sable all within a border embattled
sable.

Albion-Rayonne

10660 Jenna Di Lauro
Personal Shield

Gules flaunched Ermine, an alder tree eradicated Argent.

Auroch’s Fjord

Canton Fjellborg
Estate Shield

Per chevron azure and sable, a castle tower argent.

Zoleena Tranton
Personal Shield

Azure, a unicorn rampant within a bordure argent.
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Auroch’s Fjord

Rhowen Tranton
Personal Shield

Argent, a dragon rampant contourney Sable

House Black Rose
Estate Shield

Per chief Argent and Sable, a rose and a cuttlefish inverted
Counterchanged.

House Umblakker
Estate Shield

Argent, a seahorse issuant from a base engrailed Azure

Barony of the Boar
Moon
Estate Shield

Argent, a boar rampant Azure armed Argent ungled, langued and
on a chief Vert three crescents Argent.
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Auroch’s Fjord

10659 Josh Sells
Personal Shield

Vert, a whale and on a chief argent three lymphads vert.

House Stone Fire
Estate Shield

Lozengy Azure and Argent, a dragon rampant Vert.

8776 Nichole Russell
Personal Shield

Sable, a cuttlefish inverted and on a chief Or two corbies
displayed afrontee Sable.

House Kraken’ Maw
Estate Shield

Sable, a cuttlefish inverted and on a chief Or, three lymphads in
full sail Proper the sails and flags Gules.
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Auroch’s Fjord

5477 Brandon Grider
Personal Badge

[Fieldless] a bear's head contourne erased Or, orbed Azure and
armed Argent.

10683 Krystal Norman
Personal Badge

Argent a thistle proper contained within an annulet sable.

10683 Krystal Norman
Person Shield

Gules, two chalices abased crossed at the stem in saltire and
upon a chief, argent, three thistles proper.

10683 Krystal Norman
Personal Badge

(fieldless) a thistle proper.
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Beauwood

9426 Angelica Borders
Personal Shield

Sable a gauntleted right hand fesswise maintaining a torch
palewise Or flamed Argent.

Cathair Na Caillte

10987 Tiffany Rose
Abara
Personal Shield

Sable, a ray of the sun issuant bendwise from dexter chief
between two roses Or, barbed, seeded and slipped Argent.

7955 Thomas
Kirkpatrick
Personal Shield

Per chevron Purpure and Argent, a sheaf of five arrows inverted
Or flighted Vert.

10570 David Griffin
Personal Shield

Quarterly gules and azure, a griffin courant wings addorsed Or,
armed, langued and orbed Argent.

Chesapeake
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Chesapeake

10571 Rachelan Cole
Griffin
Personal Shield

Vert, on a fess between three triquetrae Or three roses proper.

10949 Benjamin Griffin
Personal Shield

Or a dragon segreant azure, orbed and langued gules, on a chief
azure 4 bezants.

10951 William Griffin

Per chevron azure and Or, five estoiles 3 and 2 Or and a sable
rabbit rampant proper charged on the shoulder with an estoile Or.

P-9583 Heather
Hagerman

(fieldless) a thistle proper enfiling a baronial coronet Or pearled
argent.
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Chesapeake

Leicester – NEW
CHAPTER

1841 Guy Dioguardi
Personal Badge

(fieldless) three fleur-de-lis in pall conjoined at base purpure,
argent and Or.

5445 Ashley Dier
Personal Shield

Or, a cat sejant Sable and a chief embattled Gules.

5445 Ashley Dier
Personal Badge

Fieldless - a domestic cat sejant sable.

10756 Adeline
Dimontfort
Chapter Shield

Sable, a tortoise tergiant and on a fess born to chief Gules three
annulets Or.
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Stirling

Terre Neuve

10346 Stephen Burnett
Personal Shield

Vert and Sable, on a pale Argent a sword sable surmount with a
leaf vert on the blade.

Christian Whiting
Personal Shield

Checky Sable and Argent, on a chevron dancetty Or a laurel
wreath Vert.

1936-6233 William Eytel
Personal Badge

Fieldless, a Wolpertinger head erased and armed Argent, attired
Proper.

4032 John Stalker
Personal Shield

Per saltire Azure and Sable, a wolf's head caboshed and in chief
two corbies close respectant Argent.
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Terre Neuve

9554 Christine Stalker
Personal Shield

Per pale vert and sable, an oak tree eradicated between tree
dragonflies.

Umbria

Chronicler
Estate Shield

Vert, a quill Argent feathered Or within a double tressure flory
counter-flory-Or.

Children’s Minister
Estate Shield

Vert, a lure above an armillary sphere within a double tressure
counter-flory-Or.

Court Jester
Estate Shield

Vert, a jester hat within a double tressure counter-flory-Or.
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Umbria

Hospitaller
Estate Shield

Vert, a chest within a double tressure counter-flory-Or.

Rolls
Estate Shield

Vert, a scroll within a double tressure counter-flory-Or.

War & Joust
Estate Shield

Vert, a two axes in saltire within a double tressure counter-floryOr.

Arts & Science
Estate Shield

Vert, a lamp within a double tressure counter-flory-Or.
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Umbria

Chancellor
Estate Shield

Vert, a castle within a double tressure counter-flory-Or.

Marshall
Estate Shield

Vert, a two staff in saltire within a double tressure counter-floryOr.

Physicker
Estate Shield

Vert, a caduceus within a double tressure counter-flory-Or.

Sovereign of Arms
Estate Shield

Vert, a five arms within a double tressure counter-flory-Or.
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Umbria

Archery
Estate Shield

Vert, a sheaf of arrows within a double tressure counter-flory-Or.

Court Herald
Estate Shield

Vert, a horn within a double tressure counter-flory-Or.

Facebook Guru
Estate Shield

Vert, a three spiders one and two within a double tressure
counter-flory-Or.

Justicar
Estate Shield

Vert, a scales within a double tressure counter-flory-Or.
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Umbria

Steward
Estate Shield

Vert, a three bezants one and two within a double tressure
counter-flory-Or.

9066 House Luna
Caligo
Estate Flag

Sable, on a pale purpure, fimbriated argent, three increscent
moon complement with six stars encompassed within the
conjoined points of the increscent moon two, two, and two,
argent.

9066 House Luna
Caligo
Estate Badge

Purpure, an increscent moon charged with six stars
encompassed within the conjoined points of the increscent moon
two, two, and two Argent, on a border Sable fimbriated Argent
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CORRECTIONS
Captain Scarlett Underhill of Auroch’s Fjord listed arms of: Sable, a tree blasted and eradicated and on a chief Or, 3 lymphads proper
sailed gules. Is supposed to be for her estate: Kraken’s Maw.

MATRICULATIONS – ESTATES
Auroch’s Fjord

House Tarabean
Has been dissolved and arms etc. been absorbed into House
McPaw

Vert, on a bend sinister Or 3 shamrocks
Vert

MATRICULATIONS - PERSONAL
Auroch’s Fjord

Madison De Malo - Matriculated to her son (Desmond WallaceBrandon Grider

Azure, an increscent moon Argent.

Madison De Malo Sea Goat arms are being prepared for submission
as worthies.

Sable, a sun in splendor Or.

RELEASES - ESTATES
Auroch’s Fjord

House Ardeevin
House Assassino
House Brittany
House Brittany

Argent, a chalice azure, on a chief azure 3 roses Argent
Purpure, two chalices abased crossed at the stem in saltire and in honor
point a cluster of grapes Or slipped and leaved vert.
(fieldless) a triquetra vert.
Or, a triquetra vert.

RELEASES - ESTATES
Auroch’s Fjord

House Brittany
House Brittany
House Devana
House Loralyn

Per bend sinister Vert and Argent, a triquetra within and conjoined to an
annulet all Counterchanged.
Argent, a triquetra vert.
Per chevron Or and Gules, 3 pheons counterchanged.
Argent, a harp proper.
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RELEASES - PERSONAL
Auroch’s Fjord

Aelabara
Aelabara
Cassandra Ceasario
Nani Hurley
Santo Cesario
Santo Cesario
Santo Cesario
Talen Deschaine
Xela Ulrich

Azure, a pair of shears argent.
Azure, an ass passant and on a chief argent three rats sable.
Per ben indented Purpure and Or, in sinister a comedy mask Argent.
Gules, a turtle tergant Or.
Azure, a dragon maintaining a battle-axe Argent and in chief a plate.
Per fess gules and Argent, a laurel tree Or trunked Natural.
Sable, a fess between 3 owls 2 and 1 Argent.
Vert, two wings displayed and conjoined in base a chalice Or
Azure, a horse head couped and on a chief argent a saltire azure.

TRANSFER - PERSONAL
Chesapeake

Transfer from Guy Dioguardi to
Chesapeake Canton.

Umbria

Dame Shahara is transferring her
personal heraldry to her vassal: Ritter
Artensisia Noilin von Fleckenstien.
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TRANSFER - PERSONAL
Burgundy

The Shire of Burgundy wishes to transfer
this heraldry to Dame Anna Elizabeth von
Irmtraut. TIM have given permission, so
this is notification.
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WORTHIES
I have received several requests for members that have passed on to have them added to the Worthies of Adria. This is just official
notice that the following people have been admitted: HG Dame JoClair Tonnesdottir (mka JoClair Longfellow) and HG Sir Philippe
duBois Guilbert deMorte (mka Victor Grady).
I would like to include more about these two wonderful people, but there is not enough ink or paper in the world to do them justice. If
you have not heard of these gentles, please ask around. Many a story will be told in their honour.
It is my hope that our new website will have pages dedicated to the memory of those that have gone ahead of us, so that we have a
way to read about them, hear their stories, and know that our Empire exists because of their contributions and dedication.

HG DAME JOCLAIR TONNESDOTTIR
Dame Claire loved many things and many people. Her house was open to anyone who needed just about anything. Her passions in
Adria were heraldry and pageantry. She worked tirelessly with anyone who asked her for help in creating and registering arms in
Adria's College of Heralds. She spent hours creating banners, standards, favors and anything that would help enhance the
experience and beauty of our hobby. Dame Claire was our Raven Queen of Arms. As the Sovereign of Arms of Terre Neuve, Dame
Claire spent many hours working with her imperial counterparts helping to develop pleasing heraldic devices for the populace of more
than one kingdom. The outpouring of support, thanks and well wishes we received after her passing were heartfelt and genuine. At
the suggestion of more than one herald and former Imperial Sovereigns of Arms We do hereby elevate Dame Claire Tonnesdottir into
the Order of Worthies of The Adrian Empire inc.

HG SIR PHILIPPE DUBOIS GUILBERT DEMORTE
HG Sir Philippe duBois Guilbert deMorte was a Count Royal of Umbria, Viscount of Ise de Morte, KCh, KPr and Knight in Arts, Baron
of the Imperial Court, etc. was instrumental in the creation of Aragon and descending chapters as well as Isle de Mort (Cyprus, now
Burgundy).
My sincere apologies to Prince William Baine. He had sent in more information, but due to technological difficulties I have been
unable to retrieve it. I am hoping that it can be provided to the new website memorial pages.

Princess Gabriele Silverhand – OUT!
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